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IPC in a Generalized Multiserver OS

Problem: Dependable IPC infrastructure is a crucial foundation for multiserver operating systems, but the reported vulnerabilities and remedies (Shapiro, 2003) do not hold when not only clients, but also servers are considered unreliable and potentially hostile.

New Vulnerabilities in Synchronous IPC Designs

Insight: Drivers acting as servers to components at a higher-level are a realistic threat to dependability, as they typically comprise 70% of the OS and have error rates 3-7x higher than other code. Experiments show rogue drivers indeed can easily hang the OS.

Recent SWIFI experiments with our Ethernet drivers caused system-wide hangs within seconds.

Dependable IPC Design as Implemented in MINIX 3

- SENDRC
  Restrict untrusted clients to fully synchronous rendezvous
- ASPND
  Use asynchronous send to contact untrusted servers
- NSSEND
  Allow unbuffered, nonblocking IPC for reply messages
- NOTIFY
  Support single-bit notifications to signal system events

The guiding principle in MINIX 3 is to keep it simple. Therefore, we based our IPC design on three architectural constraints: no multithreading, no timeouts, and no demand paging. We also tried to keep the programming model straightforward.
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